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Mesh generation and adaptation form the basis of finite volume and finite element analysis. Automatic unstructured mesh generation tools are used extensively for complex three-dimensional domains and parallel adaptive solution algorithms are maturing as well. However their performance is limited by the difficulty of parallelizing mesh adaptation. There has been significant effort to optimize parallel mesh adaptation codes for distributed memory architectures[1, 2], but little or no work on scalable algorithms for multi-core shared memory architectures despite the current trend towards ever higher core exists.

In this paper, we present a new thread-parallel edge and face swapping algorithm for three dimensional meshes using OpenMP. Serial swapping algorithms act on one face at a time, deciding whether to swap it and then performing the reconfiguration. In our thread-parallel implementation, we first identify all faces that should be swapped, then do all the reconfiguration. Identification is a read-only operation, and so threads. Reconfiguration writes to the mesh database, and so problems with mesh consistency and race condition arise. To avoid this problem, thread-local containers are introduced so that the pool of unused entities will be distributed between threads. Hence, each thread has its own pool of unused mesh entities, while still being able to read from the whole shared mesh. This approach bypasses the need for locks while creating and deleting mesh entities, which can compromise the overall speedup. Instead, updates to global unused entity pool are deferred until the end of the parallel section. Experimental results showed that the cost of synchronization at entry and exit from the parallel sections is about 2-3% of the overall runtime.

Each face selected for swapping has a neighborhood of tetrahedra that will be replaced by new ones. To avoid mesh inconsistency the faces selected must be far enough from each other that their tetrahedra do not have any vertices in common. We enforce this during an intermediate stage that applies a vertex locking strategy, rejecting some faces
for reconfiguration until a later pass. After this, the actual reconfiguration is guaranteed to be conflict-free regardless of order of operations. Finally a dynamic load balancing method [3] is implemented so that faces from highest load threads migrate to the threads with lower load prior to each parallel pass. This approach requires few transfers, yet guarantees load balance.

![Figure 1: Speedup results in an quad-core machine](image)

The parallel algorithm has been implemented in an automatic mesh generation library for unstructured meshes with mixed element types called Generation and Refinement of Unstructured, Mixed-Element Meshes in Parallel (GRUMMP). Figure 1 shows the preliminary speedup results on an up-to-date machine, featuring Intel core i7 quad-core at 3.60 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. The results presented here are the outcome of an experiment on a cubic box with different resolutions. The detailed algorithm and thorough results will be presented in the final paper.
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